2017-11-02 DSpace 7 Working Group Meeting notes

Date
02 Nov 2017

Discussion (combined Angular UI & REST meeting)

Attendees
- Art Lowel (Atmire)
- Andrea Bollini (4Science)
- Tim Donohue
- Giuseppe Digilio (4Science)

Notes
- General updates (from Tim)
  - Topics for upcoming Outreach meeting?
  - We'll be moving into Authentication/Authorization soon. So, inspirational UIs are welcome, etc.
- Angular UI Team updates (from Art)
  - Merged Courtney's work. Had to contact GitHub as there was a bug in GitHub itself: https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/184
  - More feedback needed: https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/180
  - Lotte's new PR: https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/192
  - Found bug, fixed: https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/pull/191
  - Giuseppe's work on Forms:
    - https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/issues/133
    - https://github.com/DSpace/dspace-angular/compare/master...4Science:forms
    - Need a pull request. (so we can comment inline)
    - Overall Feedback: Work is looking great though, just some larger methods that need refactoring / breaking apart
- REST API Updates (from Andrea)
  - Ready to be merged: https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/1866
  - Tom's coveralls.io PR was also merged: https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/1865
  - Tom's new stateless auth PR is looking good. Feedback welcome: https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/1873
  - Submission via REST: https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/1852
    - Wiki docs coming soon. UPDATE: Now exist at Configuration changes in the submission process
    - Will include before / after views
  - New Ticket: [DS-3739](https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/1852) - Partial update - decision about the PATCH format (PATCH requests. Which format to use.)
  - Next Meeting is Thurs, Nov 9 at 15UTC via Google Hangouts
    - NOTE: When daylight savings ends in your region, this meeting will be one hour earlier for you.